
  

 

7. THE BASEBALL BEACHES OF BORNEO 

 

 The ocean transit from Morotai to the invasion landing site, Balikpapan in Borneo, took 

four days.  They motored west and slightly south across the equator through the Celebes Sea 

and Makassar Straits.  Borneo was a mountainous, jungle-covered island about twice the total 

size of the Philippines.  It was civilized, in the Western sense, only at a few places along the 

coast.  Dyaks, known for headhunting, and other tribes controlled inland.  At the start of WWII, 

most of Borneo was part of the Netherland East Indies.  The northern coast had several British 

protectorates and sultanates, including Brunei which is still there today.  The rest of Borneo is 

today part of Indonesia, and tribesmen no longer practice head-hunting.  

 Borneo was captured by the Japanese in the first weeks of WWII, despite resistance 

from the Dutch and US Navies.  2,000 prisoners, mostly Dutch and Australian, died there under 

terrible conditions.  The prime value of Borneo to Japan was its oil deposits and refineries.  

After the Japanese occupation, the Allies sowed many mines by airplane and submarine.  

Therefore, an invasion would require significant and dangerous minesweeping efforts against 

the more complex and sensitive Allied mines.    

 The recapture of the Philippines effectively isolated Borneo from the home islands of 

Japan and little oil was getting through.  Thus a good argument could be made that there was 

no real strategic objective in recapturing Borneo.  Some Australian officers, whose troops 

would make the landings, did argue this.  But perhaps General MacArthur thought the land-

ings would demonstrate the Allies’ willingness to stay on the offensive even while preparing 

for the invasion of Japan itself.  It was also hoped that they would save some surviving prison-

ers, although only at the cost of invasion casualties, of course.  Plus it would get the oil re-

sources back to the allied Dutch sooner.  Regardless of the thinking, for the invasion task force 

soldiers and sailors it was the normal story—“their’s not to reason why” as Kipling said about 

another battle in another war.   

 A series of three Borneo landings were ordered, each at or near an oil-producing 

area.  The first, at Tarakan Island off the coast, occurred on May 1st.  Mines damaged one de-

stroyer and one YMS.  Shore defense guns sank 

YMS 481, and damaged two others.  The second 

landings were made June 10th at Brunei Bay.  

One minesweeper, USS Salute (AM 294), was 

sunk by a mine.  About 500 mines were swept. 

 Thus the stage was set for the third and 

largest Borneo landings, at Balikpapan on the 

south-east coast.  Balikpapan was a small coast-

al oil refining city where the Japanese killed 78 

Dutch in 1942 after they surrendered.  The ob-

stacles to invasion were significant and the de-

fenders were waiting.  Between 400 and 1,000 

yards inland, there were small wooded hills 

ideal for artillery and pill-boxes.  Log barriers, 

like pilings, had been placed below the water  

70 to 100 yards offshore.  But most importantly, many magnetic and acoustic mines had been 

dropped here by Allied airplanes.  Some of the mines were set to count as many as seven 

passes before activating.  The Japanese would have set off or swept some of these mines, but 

not all.  Plus there was a pre-war Dutch mine field, and likely Japanese mines.  To make mat-

ters more complicated, the ocean approaches to the beaches are shallow—the 10 fathom 

curve on the map that marks 60 feet of water at low tide lies well offshore, four to six miles.  So 

the sweepers could expect no close-in gun support by the bigger ships until the mines had 

been swept. 

 Invasion landing areas were given various code names, usually based on a single theme.  

A staff officer chose the theme for Balikpapan to be American baseball and football teams.  Mau-

YMS 39, sunk at Balikpapan, Borneo. 
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rice and his brother Bill both had notable high school baseball records.  Maurice played for a 

Milford American Legion team that won the state championship in 1930.  Bill was a right-handed 

fastball pitcher.  One of his accomplishments while playing for St. Mary’s was to pitch back to 

back complete game wins on two consecutive days, the first a shut-out, both against town rival 

Milford High.  The town newspaper dubbed him “iron man.”  He later coached baseball at St. 

Mary’s as a part time job.  Maurice and Bill were life-long Red Sox fans.  When YMS 339 arrived 

off Balikpapan on June 15, 1945, Maurice was ironically first assigned to sweep area “Red Sox”.  

 That day, 339 swept for mines from 0745 to 

2215, or 16 and a half hours.  They started at the 100 

fathom curve to sweep an approach lane to reach “Red 

Sox”.  They had arrived with 15 other YMS’s.  This 

group was further broken down into squadrons of 4 to 5 

ships each, who would typically sweep together.  Mau-

rice was named one of the squadron commanders for 

this battle.  The number of minesweepers would in-

crease over the next two weeks to a total of 3 AM’s and 

33 YMS’s, as the mine difficulty became even more ob-

vious, especially from Allied magnetic mines.  On June 

16th, 339 swept from 0830 to 1720 in “Cardinals” and 

“Braves”.  The first two days were relatively unevent-

ful, if sweeping in heavily mined areas is ever that, with 

the sweepers working in offshore  areas.   

 On the 17th, ships and planes of the task force 

began 16 days of shelling and bombing the shore de-

fenses, the longest preceding any landing of WWII.  

Three or four US planes accidentally dropped bombs 

close to minesweepers that were operating near the 

shore, with no damage.  YMS 339 swept in “Cardinals” 

and “Braves” again.  On the 18th, 339 refueled in the 

morning and swept in “Bears” and “Browns” from 1240 to 1435.  At 1255 hours, YMS 50 trig-

gered a magnetic mine near her bow in area “Phillies” and was fired on by two enemy 75mm 

shore guns.  Its keel was broken by the mine, and it was abandoned and sunk by gunfire from 

the cruiser USS Denver as it was drifting to shore. 

 Shore batteries typically fire practice shots long before any battle.  This allows them 

to record the precise spot where their shells explode for specific gun aiming settings.  Then, 

later, when a target ship is at that spot, it is simple to duplicate the settings and fire.  Usually 

the Japanese ceased firing when shot 

at by the covering Allied ships, but 

not always.  They also set smoke fires 

to cover the exact position of their 

guns.  These shore guns were never 

completely silenced, despite heavy 

air strikes and counter-battery fire, 

until after the troops landed.  All a 

minesweeper could do if fired upon, 

was to maneuver randomly at as high 

a speed as possible.  They were easy 

targets when sweeping at slow speed 

close to shore. 

 On the 19th, 339 started 

sweeping “Phillies” with six other 

YMS’s at 0830.  At 1300 hours, 339 

and 336 came under shore battery 

fire that was intense and determined.  

According to the after action report, 

Twin barrel 127mm Japanese gun, captured by Australian troops after the landings at 

Balikpapan. 

Reconstructed mine-

sweeping plan for Balik-

papan.  Landing beaches 

were next to Athletics, 

Chiefs, and Orioles. 
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about 30 shells were fired at them in less than five minutes.  Both ships were “bracketed”, 

which means that shells from individual salvos exploded on both ship sides simultaneously.  

All 30 shells exploded in the water.  339’s sweep gear was deliberately and quickly cut off with 

a fire ax so as not to impede their speed and maneuvering.  There was no other damage.  The 

shells were either 75mm or 127mm, which weighed 15 and 75 pounds respectively.  Either 

could cause considerable damage to a wooden YMS. 

 HH diary: Today it was our turn to be the target for the guns on the beach.  We didn’t 
hit a mine, though, thank goodness.  The Japs fired, we figure, between forty and fifty rounds 
at us at a four mile range from their guns.  I could see the gun flashes from their guns, then 
after a few seconds wait, hit the deck and hear them whistle over head.  Oh what a sickening 
sound that is!  I’ll never be able to explain either orally or on paper what an ordeal that was.  

Why we never took a hit is beyond my reckoning.  But shrapnel did fly around.  
Some shots sprayed water over the ship as they hit the water nearby.  By look-
ing at the splashes they made, I figure that they were shells equivalent to our 
5-inch.  Although this episode lasted no longer than five minutes, it seemed 
like five hours at the time.  We wasted no time getting out of that spot.  I 
think that the Japs have hidden gun emplacements here.  They take their gun 

out, shoot a lot fast, then pull their gun back underground with them.  All these guns that 
fired at us today were on a knoll.  Although this was a tough situation there were many things 
to laugh about when all our nerves came back to normal.  For instance, two guys were standing by 
the “K” gun on the port side when the show started.  Immediately they hit the deck by the depth 
charges and started praying.  One prayed that we would come out okay, while the second guy 
prayed that the first guy’s prayers would come true.  Between the deck and gunwale (which on 
this ship is a piece of ½ inch plywood used as a railing) is a space about six inches.  While 
these guys were praying they were looking at the water through this space.  When one bunch of 
shells came so close that the spray went up in their face, they immediately stood up and 
started arguing how [many] shells it was.  One said it was five and the other said it was three.  
They went round and round until we were out of the area.  There were other things to laugh about 
when it was all over, also.  

The only photo of YMS 339 found in 2006;  

probably taken near war’s end, location un-

known [after 2006, two other photos of 339 

were found; see pages 4 and 35].   
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 Electricians Mate Harper Gruber added more details to this episode: After early war 

losses, the Navy had crews come up on deck from inside YMSs during sweeping.  They would 

only go below quickly to check the engines, etc.  So when a mine exploded, they would have a 

better chance of survival rather than be trapped below.  They wore helmets and life jackets.  So 

Harper was on deck, manning headphones, when the shelling started.  After 339 cut away her 

sweep gear, they could go faster than the 4 knot sweep speed limit.  Maurice steered the ship 

towards the last splash, a WWII tactic used by American ships up to and including battleships, 

under the theory that the enemy gunners would change gun settings after each missed shot so no 

two would hit the same spot.  One shot was so close to Harper that he too was soaked.  Afterwards 

he realized he was hiding between two large drums of muriatic acid (used to clean the fresh wa-

ter evaporators).  He was lucky that a shell fragment hadn’t ruptured the 

drums.  He never went near them again during sweeping. 

 On the 20th, after motoring all night offshore, 339 acted as squad-

ron mine demolition ship in “Pirates” from 0650 to 1000.  Then they took 

on some replacement sweep gear from a supply ship, APD 62.  Afterwards 

they swept in “Dodgers” from 1410 to 1800.  YMS 368 was damaged by a 

mine in “Senators”.  On the 21st, 339 got more replacement gear and 

swept in “Bears” and “Braves”.  That day, a shore gun hit YMS 335, killing 

four men.  Task Group 78.2 Commander’s action report on the Balikpapan 

operation, declassified in 1964, states of this period that the enemy “made 

determined and sustained efforts to stop, interrupt, harass, and cause the 

abandonment of minesweeping operations”; and “many YMS’s were 

forced to jettison their sweeps while maneuvering to avoid enemy shell 

fire; other sweeps were actually damaged by such fire.  The prospects of sweeping the area 

essential for the landing in the remaining time to meet the target [landing] date seemed doubt-

ful.”  

 On the 22nd, 339 swept in “Phillies” again, the area proving to be the most danger-

ous.  At 1705, they lost more gear in making a sharp turn to maneuver out of range of a shore 

battery that had opened fire.  Three other YMS’s did the same.  YMS 10 was hit resulting in a 

three foot diameter hole above the waterline.  339 got gear from the damaged 335 that night.  

HH diary: Our turn to be target again today.  Although this wasn’t as bad as the other day, it 
didn’t help the nerves any.  We came through with no damage.   

 On the 23rd, they got more gear from AM 296, refueled from an oiler, 

and swept in “Phillies” from 1530 to 1810.  YMS 364 was hit by shore batteries, 

but the shell failed to explode and was thrown over the side.  The temperature 

that afternoon was a tropical 89 degrees.  

 On the 24th, 339 started sweeping again in “Phillies” at 0815.  This was 

the first day that some destroyers were finally able to go into parts of “Phillies” 

which allowed much quicker and more accurate response to the shore guns.  

But at 1140 hours, an Allied airplane accidentally dropped a bomb “close 

aboard off the starboard quarter”, the right rear side, of 339.  A split second 

timing difference would have put the bomb directly into the depth charge racks 

on 339’s stern, likely sinking her.  As it was, the bomb’s concussion was close 

enough to damage internal salt water pipes used for engine cooling and fire 

pumps, and to knock out the magnetic sweep gear.  It may also have forced 

open some of the wooden seams.  339 began taking on water in the bilges.  

They kept operating, making temporary repairs. 

 Harper Gruber recalls spending time repairing the main Marathon DC bilge pump.  It 

kept breaking down even before the major leaks caused by the accidental bombing.  His boss, 

Engineering Officer Tracey Pickup, and the skipper, both showed concern about the pump and 

looked over his shoulder while he worked on it. 

 On the 25th, they swept “Giants” and “Phillies” from 0745 to 1630.  Then they went 

alongside AM 299 to get assistance pumping bilges, since their own pumps were having diffi-

culty keeping up with the flooding and 339 was getting low in the water.  There hadn’t been 

time to do any thorough repairs.  At 1950 hours, 339 went to battle stations as a low flying Japa-

Landing craft at Balik-

papan. 

Australian veterans at 

60th anniversary of 

Balikpapan landings in 

2005. 
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nese Betty bomber attacked.  One bomb landed “40 yards off the port bow.”  The Japanese 

bomb was further away and possibly smaller than the Allied one of the day before, as it caused 

no damage.  This was one of five to seven planes that attacked, all focusing on the minesweep-

ers.  Three planes were shot down with no hits on any of the ships.  At 2010, 339 anchored 

alongside AM 299, and took time to effect better repairs to their damaged pipes.  HH diary, 
25th:  Sweeping without incident today.  Some mines were cut and exploded.  Tonight I saw my 
first Jap planes in over six months.  Just after sunset a couple of bombers came over low.  One 
dropped an “egg” very close to our bow, throwing shrapnel all over the deck.  No casualties.  

 On the 26th, they swept “Phillies” and “Giants” from 1240 to 

1720, anchoring at 1920 in “Braves.”  That day, YMS 39 and YMS 365, 

while also sweeping in “Phillies”, each set off mines and sank.  YMS 39 is 

believed to have set off an Allied magnetic mine.  It partly disintegrated, 

capsized, and sank in less than one minute.  HH diary: In close to the 
beach today.  The Nips were using mortars on us, but it proved ineffec-
tive.  Everyone is very tense as we sweep, waiting for the invasion day.  
Y.M.S. 365 and Y.M.S. 39 were lost today when they hit mines.  The 365 was 
ship ahead of us and the 39 astern of us.  Crewmate Harper Gruber con-

firmed in 2009 that they were very close when each of these two ships 

sank.  He was looking at YMS 39 when she set off the mine that sank her.  

With the heat and stress, they had trouble sleeping.  He said he would 

have rather swept mines in all the other Pacific invasions, than in the one 

at Balikpapan, which had more continuous days of sweeping facing an 

enemy shore than any other of the war.  He remembers the war for good 

friends, and with a strong sense of accomplishment.  He is outgoing and 

seems a natural optimist.  But he said: “Definitely made you nervous”, 

and the experience “took something out of you and you never get over 

it”. 

 Sweeping mines is obviously stressful.  A mine can explode at any 

time, even if the minesweeper is doing everything correctly.  Seeing nearby 

minesweepers set off mines and sink adds to the stress.  The action report 

on the Balikpapan operation bluntly relates that 10 men were transferred 

from minesweepers during the operation as “mental cases.”  These men 

were incapacitated to the point of not being able to do their jobs and their 

continued presence affected their shipmates’ performance.  It was considered an unfortunate but 

to-be-expected occurrence in heavily mined waters.  Such illnesses could then last a lifetime.  To 

the credit of 339’s officers and crew, they had no such transfers in any of their battles.  After the 

war, Maurice bought two books on WWII that he left at the home in Milford.  One was a large 

book of war photographs.  The other was a medical book of selected individual war case studies, 

entitled “Men Under Stress.”  

 On the 27th, 339 did not sweep for the first time in 13 days.  They worked on their 

damaged magnetic sweep gear.  On the 28th, they went back to sweeping in “Phillies” and 

“Giants” from 0750 to 1945, anchoring afterwards.  Enough progress had been made in clear-

ing mines that the operation commander decided to land on schedule after all.  Even so, YMS 

47 was damaged by a mine in “Indians”, and YMS 49 by shore guns.  Only 12 YMS’s, including 

339, were operational (ready for duty) at the end of this day. 

 Harper Gruber recalled that one day at Borneo the ship went directly over a mine that 

was high enough in the water to be seen.  The forward lookout was so frightened that he couldn’t 

say anything, and it was too late to turn when others saw it.  So the mine went directly under the 

keel without exploding. 

 339 went back to “Phillies” on the 29th and swept from 0820 to 1155.  They were 

forced to cut loose some gear that had tangled on a mine cable.  They left a buoy to mark the 

spot, for divers to come back later to recover the gear in the shallow water, and to ensure that 

any mine attached to the cable was destroyed with explosives. 

Navy artist painting entitled “warrior home 

bound.” 
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 On the 30th, 339’s machinist mates had trouble starting the starboard engine.  Con-

stant operations were taking their toll.  They went alongside AM 299 to get assistance with 

quick repairs.  A destroyer was hit by shore fire this day. 

 One Australian Army division, over 10,000 men, landed at Balikpapan on Sunday July 

1st.  339 took on some more sweep gear and replenished.  The landing was not heavily op-

posed on the beaches, but there was fighting inland.  General MacArthur, who arrived the day 

before, went ashore briefly then left on a cruiser.  The shore batteries were finally silenced, as 

the troops overran them.  When fighting ended a few weeks later, only 63 out of 2,000 Japa-

nese soldiers survived to be taken prisoner.  Australian losses were 229 killed, 634 wounded.  

This operation is not well known in the US probably because it was smaller than the biggest 

Pacific landings, and no US troops landed.  It is well remembered in Australia. 

 HH diary, July 1st: The invasion went off as 
scheduled today.  I had a “ringside seat” – ten miles away 
from the landing beach, but I saw enough of the beach al-
ready to satisfy my wants.  

 On July 2nd, 339 swept in “Indians and “Chiefs” 

from 0825 to 1805.  On July 3rd, they swept in the same 

areas from 0930 to 1400.  On July 4th, they anchored off-

shore all day.  Two cruisers and five destroyers fired a 

synchronized 21 gun salute at the enemy at 0938 hours in 

honor of Independence Day.  By sheer luck, they ex-

ploded an enemy ammunition magazine.  By the end of 

the battle for Balikpapan, 38,000 naval shells were fired 

from 11 cruisers and 34 destroyers, and over 3,000 tons 

on bombs were dropped. 

 HH diary, July 4th: We are anchored now but have 
been sweeping every day other than this one since the in-
vasion took place.  We are allowed one can of beer each 
day, but during this past sixteen days we didn’t have any.  

Last night, we celebrated the 4th by having all those beers we didn’t have – what a 
night! [Alcohol of any type was prohibited on US Navy ships starting in 1914.  The 

Secretary of the Navy could issue exceptions, and did so for beer in Pacific war 

zones.  Crewmate Harper Gruber did not drink, a practice he only deviated from 

on the day of the war’s end, when he recalls he “had two Pabst Blue Ribbons”]. 

 On the 5th, 339 swept “Giants” and “Athletics” from 0915 to 1700, replenishing after-

wards.  They stayed at anchor from July 6th to 9th, when Maurice received notification that he 

was promoted to full Lieutenant, retroactive to May 1st.  Also on July 9th, a mine exploded un-

der YMS 84 while it was sweeping and the ship went down. 

 On the 10th, 339 swept the harbor channel, now that the troops had retaken the city 

itself, from 0820 to 1630.  On the 11th, they went alongside LST 67 and “obtained a limited 

amount of fresh meat.”  Provisioning details were not normally mentioned in the deck log in 

forward war areas, so this must have been a noteworthy reward for the crew. 

 HH diary July 14th: Our job of sweeping Balik Papan Bay and vicinity has been consid-
ered finished.  Swept up to the remains of the city and oil company piers today, so had a good 
look at the city.  In peace time, it’s estimated population was about 13,000, but since the 
Japs took over, most of these were taken to Java to work.  The city itself was in utter ruins.  
Most of the oil rigs were broken and burned, as were the pipelines.  This havoc was caused not 
only by the Japs, but also by some bombing from the air and shelling from the sea.  There were a 
few sunken ships in the River Bay which included a Nip “can” [destroyer].  This is the final diary 

entry.  John Holden believes his father periodically mailed small numbers of diary pages home 

to his family, and that some pages may either have been kept by Navy censors or were lost. 

 Historian Morison said of Balikpapan that “the minesweepers bore the brunt of the 

punishment, both from mines and enemy gunfire.”  They “suffered extensive damage to their 

339’s Gunnery Division.  

Gunners Mate Freeman was 

keeper of Roscoe, the ship’s 

pet monkey. 
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gear….yet the job was so well done that not one vessel, aside from the sweepers themselves, 

suffered mine damage at Balikpapan.”  In all, four YMS’s were sunk and seven others had bat-

tle damage.  The operation action report, written before YMS 84 was sunk on July 9th, lists 7 

sweeper men killed and 43 wounded, not counting the 10 evacuated stress cases.  It is not 

known how many more casualties came from the sinking of YMS 84.  Nevertheless, with so 

many YMS’s hit, casualty figures could have been much higher.  339’s good fortune had been 

put to the test again, with many hours spent sweeping mines close to shore with bombs, shells, 

and mines exploding close aboard, but its luck held. 

 Sometime that year, Maurice’s brother Bill placed a small bet in the numbers pool run at 

the Draper factory where he worked.  This pool was illegal but widespread, in the days before 

state lotteries, and was almost always ignored by the police.  Bill won enough to buy a maple-

wood bedroom furniture set for his growing family.  His three digit bet was 339. 

 The action report credits the minesweepers with going back to action as soon as they 

could and staying there despite long hours, tropical heat, mechanical problems, battle dam-

age, and the constant strain of motoring in fields of sensitive mines under threat of being 

shelled.  339’s record demonstrates this, and it was mirrored by the performance of other 

sweepers.  Using language found no where else in the 134 page action report, the invasion 

commanding admiral wrote: “The gallantry and fortitude of the Minesweeping Unit in continu-

ing operations despite their heavy losses is deserving of the highest praise.”   

 Thirty two YMS’s at Balikpapan were awarded battle stars, the fourth such star for 339.  

85% of the YMS’s in the Navy in WWII earned fewer than four battle stars.   

 Balikpapan was the ninth amphibious landing in the Pacific that 339 supported. 

 Twenty one YMS’s at Balikpapan, including USS YMS 339, earned the only Presidential 

Unit Citation for heroism in action awarded to minesweeper men in WWII.  The author learned 

of this prestigious award while doing research for this history - Maurice had never mentioned 

it.   

 

Electrician Mate Harper Gru-

ber, who may be the last liv-

ing crewmember of YMS 339, 

is in the center with his right 

arm resting on top of the gun 

breech.   

 

Another sweeper motto, bor-

rowed from the waning days 

of the sailing clippers: 

“Wooden ships, iron men.” 
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 On Sunday July 15th, 339 got underway with Task Group 76.16 to return to Morotai.     

The next day, the world’s first atomic bomb was exploded in a test at Alamogordo, New Mex-

ico.  No one in the Task Group would have known of this top secret event, but it would affect 

every one of them.   

Recent satellite photo of Balikpapan on a partly cloudy day.  The small white 

marks in the blue water are ships.  Balikpapan is still an oil producing port.  

The remains of four sunk Yard Motor Minesweepers (YMS) lie offshore. 
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